[Remarks on routine use of the enzyme test LEN (LISS Enzyme) in immunohematological studies].
The authors report one-year experience with the enzymatic test LEN (LISS-Enzym) replacing the one-step papain test in the compatibility testing, and in place of the two-step papain test in the detection and identification of red cells allo-antibodies. A wide range of investigations confirmed the usefulness of this test in the detection and antibodies specificity, mainly from the Rh system which are often undetectable by means of the indirect antiglobulin tests. It is concluded that in compatibility tests the LEN test should replace the low-sensitivity one-step papain test used as yet. It is stressed that in case of positive reactions only in the LEN test suggesting presence of autoantibodies the test should be repeated bringing to 37 degrees C the reacting components before their mixing. This makes possible elimination of clinically not significant cold autoantibodies.